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THE SCHOOL’S  
ACHIEVEMENTS



Cygnus  World School is proud that P P

Savani University organized a competition 

for “The Best Principal” on the occasion of 

Teacher’s Day. After a stringent evaluation 

and screening process by a reputed panel 

of jury members, Ms. Kanchan Joshi, 

Principal Cygnus World School, Vadodara 

was awarded the title of "The Best 

Principal“.





MUN (Model United Nations)

Students of grade V came together virtually, to join 

hands for MUN on 06.09.21. The students had 

thoroughly researched their topic “E-waste- A Matter 

of Concern”. Each student represented a member 

state of the United Nations. Their speeches allowed 

them to present their thoughts and eventually derive a 

solution. The session was an ideal platform for the 

students to hone their communication skills while 

thinking globally. They united in the fight against E-

Waste.



Board Results of the Academic Session 2020-21

“Believe In Yourself and You 
Will Be Unstoppable…”

The Cygnites have proven 
yet again that they are truly 
unstoppable! 

The students of grades X and 
XII proved their mettle in the 
Board Examinations and 
came out with flying colours. 



Prefects and Sports Prefects of 

the academic session 2021-22



Prefects and Sports Prefects of 

the academic session 2021-22



Interschool Achievements 



Cygnites Shine!
Ashmita Ukil, grade XI C, bagged the first 
position in the 13 to 18 year category at the 
Splash International Art Competition. Her 
painting and she have been featured on the 
cover page of the Splash Magazine.

She also won the Second prize in the 15-18 
year category of the painting competition 
organized by the Wishtree International Group. 
She won a cash prize of Rs.15000 and a free 
12-day workshop.



Cygnites Shine!

Navya Sapra, grade IV A 
participated in the Genius 
Cerebrum International 
Math Olympaid (GIMO) 
2021 and was awarded a 

certificate.

Hetarth Kataria, grade II 
B, secured the first 

position in the category 
of Young Recyclist / 

Scientist in the Virtual 
Mega Talent Hunt 2021 

organized by GPS, 
Vadodara.

Param Gandhi, grade II, 
secured the 1st position in 

the “Budding Picasso” 
competition organized by 

GPS, Vadodara.



"Expressions 2021 - Unveiling 

Creativity" was organised by Nalanda

International School. In various 

categories from Sr. KG. to Grade XII, 

CK and Cygnus World School 

bagged many prizes. We are proud 

about the success and achievements 

of our students  in this competition.



Reyansh Pandya of grade I secured the first and 

second position respectively in the 'National Level 

Hand Writing and Drawing Competitions’. 

Kashyapi Taywade of grade 3, participated in the 

All India National Level Dance Competition

conducted by UTKAL YUVA SANSKRUTIK SANGH, 

Cuttack Orissa, and secured the first position.

Yuvraj Kamlesh Khimlani secured the first 

position in the Green Planet Championship 

organised by Vawme and Bengal Chamber of 

Commerce Industry (BCCI).



Panya Khosla of grade II participated in ‘VATSALYA INTER 

SCHOOL STORY TELLING’ Competition and secured the 

first position for narrating a story on the topic - A Doctor - A 

Smile Giver. 

Litzglitz 2021- A literary fest was organized by VBCV, 

Jamshedpur, for the students of grades I to XII. Trisha 

Shah of grade VIII secured the first position in the 

Mesmeric Magniloquence Category. 



Agastya Shah of grade II won the Second position at the State 

Level Chess Tournament - The Grandeur (Under 7 category). 

Vedaant Soneja of grade IV won the Gold Medal in a Chess 

Tournament organized by the Arjun Chess Academy, Vadodara.



“The greatest achievement is to outperform 

yourself….”

“Sangam Fest Juniors 2021” was 

organized by Sangam School, Bhilwara in 

various categories for grade V-VIII. 

SCIFARI was an event for the students of 

grade VII & VIII, which required them to 

make a working model or perform an 

experiment. 

Rudra Vaghela’s sincere, dedicated and 

persistent efforts led him to bag the first 

position in this event. The link the video is 

given follow:

https://youtu.be/VRsr0Tc8fWM 

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https://youtu.be/VRsr0Tc8fWM&design=DAEml9eMCFM


“In every work of art, the artist himself is 

present”- Christina Morgenstern

The students of Cygnus World School had 

participated in the interschool competition 

organized by St. Kabir School named “School 

Bells Online” with over 750 participants from 

across the globe. We proudly state that our 

students emerged winners in three categories.

❖ The Art We Miss Grade VI to VIII : 

Vishwa Kadam Grade VIII- 1st Position 

❖ Two to Tango Grade IX-XIII : 

Sitara Pillai Grade XI -2nd Position

❖ The Art We Miss Grade IX-XII : 

Ashmita Ukil Grade XI-2nd Position



20 students of Cygnus World School 

participated in the 

“International Innovation Summit –

IMAGIVATION  2021” 

organized by Zenik Learning. 

Out of 15000 participants from across the 

globe, 5 of our students reached the FINALS 

in different categories.



8 students of Cygnus World School 

participated in the inter-school competition 

titled, “TALENTINE” organized by Avalon 

World School, Vadodara. 

Out of 375 participants, 6 of our students 

bagged prizes in various events.



We are pleased to state that 

Adithya Shankar from grade IV 

won the Special Jury Award 

and 

Tathya Sharma from grade III 

bagged the Second position in the 

All-India Online Elocution 

Competition, which was organized 

by 

The E-Plus Foundation And 

District Sainik Welfare & 

Rehabilitation Center, Vadodara

based on the theme of ‘Kargil Vijay 

Divas’.

Heartiest Congratulations to 

Adithya and Tathya!



Discovery School Super League 

It is a matter of pride to announce the winners of 

Discovery School Super League 2020. 

The achievers received a bag for this 

achievement.

Heartiest congratulations to the students and 

their proud parents!

• Category - 1 (Grade III-IV): Aum Trivedi

• Category - 2 (Grade V-VII): Saumya Patel

• Category - 3 (Grade VIII-X): Darshan S Chauhan



Cygnus World School finds pride and joy in making a 

mention of Adbhuti Kumar and Pransh Singh of 

grade I who bagged the second and third position 

respectively, in the National Singing Idol organized 

by Vawsum.com. 

Congratulations Adbhuti & Pransh!

A visit to the Lakshya Trust-A shelter for Transgenders, was 

organized for the students of Grade X and XII (Anushka Jha, 

Samridhi Tandon, Dhriti Kundu) by Cygnus World School on 

Friendship Day 2021. 

The students had an eye-opening session as they interacted 

with the inmates and experienced their life up-close. They were 

inspired to embrace differences of all kinds and learnt that there 

is nothing permanent in life except change.



Nivan Desai (Grade 2-A) is the winner of JUST A MINUTE 

(JAM) Elocution Challenge organized by Curious Times.

Aadi Shah (Grade 2-C) secured the first position in the 

2nd INTERNATIONAL OPEN E-KATA CHAMPIONSHIP 

2021 organized by JKA INDIA KARNARAKA.



Kiaan Desai (Grade 4-B) has secured International Rank 3 in the UNICUS 

Critical Thinking Olympiad (UCTO) Exam conducted on July 23, 2021. He 

received a trophy and a certificate.

He has also secured the 2nd Position – 1st Runners Up trophy and a 

certificate at THE GRANDEUR 2.0 Open Rapid Chess Tournament 

(Category - Under 11) held at Taj Vivanta on 14th November, 2021.

Yashvi Patel of grade 1 has secured the first position

and Kashyapi Taywade of grade 3 has secured the

second position in 'INDIA'S DANCING IDOL 2021'

organized by Vawsum.

Yashvi Patel Kashyapi Taywade



Vansh Thakore from Grade III secured the second

position in ‘CHROMATICA - Concept Art’ where

students were required to create an artwork based

on the given topic / concept related to the theme.

Our school was represented by Tanav Shroff from

grade 5 who won the Second Runners up position

in one of the special categories named ‘Design

Thinking’.

Vansh Thakore

Tanav Shroff



Amolya Bhardwaj of grade 8 B secured the Second position in 

‘Speech Competition’ organized by Seth M R Jaipuria School 

Lucknow, on 18th  December, 2021. 

Arastu Upadhyay (Grade 5-B) participated in the 6th Sayaji

Kreeda Mahotsav 2022, organized by The Baroda District Amateur 

Athletics Association. He won a gold medal in the 60m sprint and a 

silver medal in long jump at the district level competition, held on 

3rd January,2022

Anaisha Amin (Grade 5-A) secured the third position in the “el jubilo An 

International Fest 2021” organized by City International School, Jaipur. 

She has received a certificate for the same.



Cygnus World School successfully organized “The Pinnacle (Inter 

School Competition)” through the online platform. Many of our own 

Cygnites shone in The Pinnacle as well.



Diya Patel (Grade11-B) was selected for playing basketball 

at the district level in Surat. The Baroda Girls Basketball 

Team won the Gujarat State Junior Championship for the 

17th time in succession!



Dhir Shah (Grade 2-A) has secured the 

bronze and the gold in KICK BOXING 

CHAMPIONSHIP in the under 7 to 9 years 

category.  He received a certificate for the 

same. 

Siddh Jain from 2-D participated in 

The Vadodara District Chess 

Championship 2021-22, in the under -

7 age category. He secured the Third 

position and received a trophy and 

certificate. Siddh Jain

Dhir Shah



12 students were declared as the 

winners of “The Santa Contest” 

conducted by Dino Lab. 

They received a special gifts for 

their active participation and 

efforts in using the Dino Lab app 

from 21.12.2021 to 21.01.2022.

Heartiest Congratulations to the 

winners and their proud parents!



Individual Achievements



Our Principal, Ms Kanchan Joshi, was one of the panelists at the 

“19th World Education Summit 2021” on School Education, 

organized by Elets Technomedia Pvt Ltd. Ma’am shared her views 

about the “Future of Learning and Talent and whether online schools 

are capable of delivering it or not?”



Our Senior Secondary 

Coordinator, Ms Jyothi S.

received the Teacher’s Day 

Award, 2021 from the 

International Hospitality 

Council, London & IIHM, 

Ahmedabad. 

She was felicitated and recognized 

for her immense contribution to the 

field of education. 

The felicitation ceremony was 

conducted online on 21st 

September, 2021. 







Ms Urvashi Sharma, our PGT Business 

Studies teacher, received the “WE 

Schools Tech Badge” for her work in 

‘WE Schools Programming’ using 

Technology for addressing real-world 

issues by involving students.



Cygnus parent, Mr.Balkrishna Gajjar helped a COVID positive client 

at his pharmacy by providing him with timely CPR procedure and 

saved his life. Incredible job!!



Ronit Khimani of grade 6-

A secured the second 

position in 'BE THE 

DYNAMITE’ and  Taksh

Joshi of grade 4-D secured 

the first position in 'TAKE 

OFF’ organized by Full Sail 

University (USA) on 

Vawsum. 

Taksh Joshi Ronit Khimani



Suryaansh Bahuguna of 10 A was 

placed Runners up in the U-17 category in 

Talent Research Development Wing 

(TRDW) - Winter Cup Tournament held at 

Presidency Club. He has been shortlisted 

to further compete at the Thailand Open 

in 2022 in the U-22 Group/Category.

Arjun Parikh of Grade 5-C was a part of 

the Shiv Sadhana Nrutya Academy. He 

played Djembe, a rhythm instrument. 

The group was felicitated with a Medal & 

Certificate from the India Book of 

Records. 



Vyomrajsinh Sisodia (Grade 4 B), 

Aradyula Krithik (Grade 2 C) and

Kaavya Khandelwal (Grade 2 B)

were the winners of the “Children’s 

Day Contest” conducted by the

Dino Lab.

They received a special gift for their 

active participation and excellent 

efforts in using the

Dino Lab app.



Hetarth Kataria of grade III B has secured the Second position in 

the Vadodara District Karate Championship 2021.

He has also secured the first position in the Gujarat State Karate 

Championship 2021 held at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Auditorium, 

Gandhidham on 11th and 12th December ’21. He has received 

certificates and medals for both the competitions.

Kushagrah Jhaver of grade VII C  won a bronze medal in the 

under 15 category of the boys’ doubles in badminton in the  

6th Sayaji Kreeda Mahotsav 2022, organized by

The Baroda District Amateur Athletic Association at the 

Waghodia Sports Complex.



The  9th OHTSUKA 

KARATE CUP 2021, was 

organized by 

The International Wado 

Federation of India. 

The event was held at 

Waghodia Sports 

Complex, Vadodara on 

26th December, 2021. 

Our students performed 

exceptionally well in 

various categories. 



Vansh Patel of Grade IX-

C participated in the 

interschool event 

Spectrum

organized by Bright Day 

School. Vansh created 

“The Invisible M” in the 

category E-Creator. 

Out of 18 participants, he 

was able to bag the third 

prize in this category.

He used Adobe Illustrator, 

Canva and Tinkerkad to 

execute this E-project.



IN-HOUSE ONLINE  EVENTS AT 
CYGNUS WORLD SCHOOL



SHOW AND TELL

‘Show and Tell’ sets the stage for 

children to be comfortable while 

speaking in public. It is always 

exciting for children to bring and 

show their favourite book, toy or 

photograph of their pet and tell 

their classmates about it. 

Cygnus World School had 

organized a “Show and Tell” 

activity for the students of grades I 

and II on 17th April.



JUST A MINUTE (JAM)

‘Just a Minute’ activity was organized on 17th April 

for the students of Grades IV-VII. They were given 

interesting topics to talk on the spot. 

They were given a minute to prepare and then a 

minute to deliver their thoughts on the given topic. It 

was a pleasure to witness children speak confidently 

in front of the audience.



GOOGLE SKETCHUP 
ACTIVITY

A fresh, innovative activity accompanied 

the start of a new academic year. The 

teachers partnered with grade IX students 

in April to help them improve their content 

delivery skills for classrooms.

The teachers taught them to use the 

world's most common 3D model and 

design tool, which was effectively used by 

students to design various projects.



UN ENGLISH DAY AND 
EARTH DAY 

CELEBRATIONS

Earth Day and UN English day were 

celebrated on 22nd April 2021 with a lot of 

fervor and enthusiasm. 

All the students across the Primary and 

Secondary School participated 

wholeheartedly in commemorating our 

Mother Earth.



MATH MARATHON 
A Math Marathon

was organised for 

students of Grade VIII. 

The students participated 

enthusiastically in this 

open online quiz on 

Rational Numbers.



ADVERTISEMENT ACTIVITY
In today’s fast paced world where a 

plethora of products vie with each 

other to get your attention, a good 

advertisement can do wonders.

The Grade VI students were given a 

taste of just that through this activity.



ASSEMBLY ON 
LAUGHTER DAY

World Laughter Day is celebrated on the 

first Sunday of May every year to spread 

happiness in the whole world. 

Cygnus organized a virtual assembly to 

celebrate ‘Laughter Day’ for the students 

of Grades I to III on 3rd May 2021.

A lot of fun and funny activities were 

planned for the assembly like a skit, a 

song, laughter yoga and much more.



The ISDI Workshop

The ISDI workshop on ‘Know Your 

Design Quotient’ served as an ideal 

guide for the students. 

The guest speaker, Ms. Neelofar

Shaikh aptly highlighted the courses 

and opportunities that the design 

industry offers.



KNOW MORW ABOUT RAMZAN
For the primary students of Grade I to III, an event to understand more about the 

different festivals celebrated in India,  ‘Know more about Ramzan,’ was organized. The 

event highlighted how the obligatory month long fasting softens the heart by making it 

more receptive, humble and empathetic.



FELICITATION CEREMONY: 
PREFECTS OF THE PRIMARY SECTION

The Felicitation Ceremony for the newly 

elected Prefects of the Primary Section 

was held on 8th May, 2021 to bestow 

them with the responsibility of leading 

the Primary School with honour. 

The ceremony was graced by the 

Founder Director, Ms. Madhavi Agrawal 

and the Principal, Ms. Kanchan Joshi. 

They inspired our young leaders with 

their motivating words.



ONE TO ONE PARENTS’ MEETING
Open Day at Cygnus is an 

event which the parents and 

teachers look forward to 

earnestly. 

Cygnus ensured that it was 

conducted in a methodical 

manner virtually as well.



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
“Exercises are like prose, 

whereas yoga is the poetry of 

movements. Once you fall in 

love with yoga; you can write 

your poetry of movements.”

The 7th International Yoga Day 

was celebrated at Cygnus 

through the online 

platform. The live yoga session 

was attended by all members of 

the school.



DEBATE COMPETITION

An Inter-House Debate 

Competition was held online 

on 3rd July, 2021 for grades IX 

to XII.

Aquila House participants set 

the motion of the debate for 

grades IX and X on the topic, 

“Social media is making 

today’s kid anti-social”. The 

second half saw the grade XI 

and XII students debating on 

the topic- ‘Modernization and 

Westernization are taking 

away our values and culture’. 



90 SECONDS TO FAME

‘90 Seconds to Fame’ competition 
was organized for the students of 

Grades I to III. It took place virtually 
on 3rd July’ 21 (Saturday).

Each participant performed her / his 
act in the time limit of 90 seconds. 

The children showcased their talents 
in different ways as per their interests. 

They enhanced their acts with 
relevant props. 



COOK ME UP

‘Cook Me Up’ event was  organized for the 

students of Grade IV. It took place virtually on 

3rd July’ 21 (Saturday).

All the students were dressed up as chefs. 

Brimming with enthusiasm and energy they 

went on to prepare their own mouth watering 

'Vegetable Cheese Bombay Sandwich’. They 

all then relished their sandwiches with their 

classmates. 



ROUND ROBIN STORIES
Cygnus World School has been presenting abundant opportunities to its students to 

enhance their creative and cognitive skills. One of the simplest and most effective ways 

to develop verbal communications skills is to let them speak. And to that effect, a 

collaborative fiction story telling activity was organised on the 17th of July 2021. 



YI SESSION

Young Indians (A session on Plastic 

Recycling and Biodegradable 

Composting)

A virtual learning session was conducted on 

“Plastic Recycling and Biodegradable 

Composting” by young college students and 

professionals on 17th July 2021.



BOOK WEEK

BOOK WEEK was 
celebrated for the 
students of Grade I 
to IV from 14th July 
to 17th July, 2021.
This literary event 
was conducted 
virtually during the 
online English 
sessions to 
encourage students 
to read. 

The students engaged 
themselves in various 
activities such as 
designing a cover 
page, solving creative 
worksheets, drawing 
their favourite
illustration and 
creating 
advertisements to sell 
a book.



“GURU PURNIMA” 
CELEBRATION     

Guru Purnima Celebration was 

celebrated by the students of 

Grades I to V on 23rd July, 

2021. It was a grade wise 

Team event with an 

introductory speech, a pre-

recorded skit, music and dance 

performances. Suitably and 

wonderfully dressed, the 

students did a great job in all 

the performances. 



Intach Quiz

July 31, 2021, a rigorous 
and riveting quiz was 
organized by for the 

students of grade VI to VIII 
to challenge their 
knowledge of the 

unparalleled cultural 
heritage of India.

The participants competed 
in the preliminary round 
with the top 12 among 

them moving to the finals. 



CARICATURE MAKING ACTIVITY

“A caricature is putting the 

face of a joke on the body of 

a truth.”, said the Polish author, 

Joseph Conrad.

This was perfectly 

demonstrated in the caricature

making activity conducted for 

the students of Grade XI where 

they sketched politicians, 

actors, players and other 

chosen personalities in various 

forms. 



Fun with Colours
The students of Grade I to V 
showcased their talent and 
artistic skills by drawing and 

colouring. 

They worked around topics 
like a butterfly, a sun with 

creative facial expression, a 
flying animal and many 
more. Their imagination, 

creativity and active 
participation added more 

colour to the event. 



Investiture Ceremony
“Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality”.

-Warren Bennis

The most auspicious ceremonial occasion for the school, the 

Investiture Ceremony was held virtually on 31st July 2021 in all 

grandeur. The Investiture Ceremony is when the school 

entrusts hope, faith and the mantle of responsibility to the newly 

appointed school cabinet. 



Class Presentation Grade V
The students of Grade V at 

made a virtual presentation on 
the topic “Women 

Empowerment”. The students 
showcased their talent through 
the script which included songs 

and dialogues. 



Hangout Session

‘Hangout’ is taking the things that

exist and reinvent them.

A virtual event named “Hangout 

Session“ was organized by the

School for the students of Grade I to 

V on 19th July. It was conducted by 

our enthusiastic prefects of the 

Student Council.



INNOVATION WEEK 

Creativity is thinking up new things; innovation 

is doing new things…

The innovation week kicked off with a bang for 

Cygnites from 02.08.21 to 07.08.21. The entire 

week was full of creativity and an amazing learning 

experience as the takeaway.



Adolescence- a transitional 
phase session

Dr. Manan Parikh, well-
known neonatologist and 
pediatrician initiated the 

session for grades VI to VIII 
by talking about the different 

phases of life. He then 
moved on to talking about 
adolescence. He explained 

about the hormonal influence 
which changes at various 

stages in life. He shared how 
adolescence was a natural 

and a normal process.



Flipped Class of Grade 3

The third- graders of the Primary section 

participated in a FLIPPED CLASS. This 

helped them become confident and 

effective communicators. They made 

individual presentations on “The Plant 

World” using physical and virtual teaching-

learning aids and real-time 

demonstrations. 



Independence Day

‘Na poocho zamane se kya hamari kahaani

hai. Hamari pehchan to bas itni hi hai, ki 

hum HINDUSTANI hain…..’

The entire Cygnus World School family 

celebrated the 75th Independence Day 

virtually with great joy and pride on 15th

August, 2021. Not only did the virtual 

celebration reflect the dedication but also the 

patriotic spirit of every student. It began with 

the powerful and inspiring words from the 

Principal, Ms. Kanchan Joshi. 



Poems Come Alive
An interesting session of poetry recitation was 
organized for the students of Grades VI to VIII in 
the form of ‘Poems Come Alive’ for Hindi & 
English languages. The students put in efforts 
right from the choice of the poem to practicing its 
rendition. 



Janmashtami Celebration
All the students dressed up as ‘Kanha’s and 
‘Radha’s to celebrate Janmashtami.  The session 
started with a prayer and bhajans dedicated to Lord 
Krishna. A skit depicting the life of Lord Krishna-
complete with His miracles, the tales of His naughty 
childhood, the connect of His flute as well as His 
love for cream won the hearts of everyone.



Mini Class Concert of Grade X
“To improve is to change; to be perfect is to change 

often.” - Winston Churchill

The students Grade X showcased their creativity and 

skills in performing arts through their Class Concert. 

Creativity met courage and passion as the students of 

grade X left no stone unturned to put up an excellent 

show for their parents. 



Collaborative Activities

Learning through non-academic or co-curricular activities is gaining prominence across 

the world. The students of Grade I to III showcased this using various apps for their 

“Collaborative Activities” like Create A Mini Garden, Flip Class 

Activity and Lapbook Activity.



Teacher’s Day Celebration
A teacher affects eternity; she can never tell where her influence stops.” - Henry 

Brooks Adams. 

Teacher’s Day was celebrated at Cygnus World School with huge fanfare; a beautiful 

day replete with everything that was gratifying and joyful. The teachers were welcomed 

like royalty, as the students stood with a gift of roses and clicking cameras on the way to 

the auditorium. 



Express Car Wash 
and 

Faces and Braces Dental 
Clinic

The students got a taste of the fizzy world in 
their virtual industrial visit to the Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi Co manufacturing plants and a slice of 
organic farming as they visited an organic farm 
virtually.

The students visited the car 

wash service centre and learnt 

about how it helped enhance the 

look and working of the cars.

At the ‘Faces and Braces’ 

Dental Clinic, the children learnt 

about optimal oral care. 

The students relished a 
comprehensive insight into 
Juvena's bakery and an 
informative tour of the Reliance 
Industries.

Virtual Field Trips and 
Tours

Virtual Field Trip to Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi 

Co. manufacturing plants  
and a visit to an organic farm

Juvenas Bakery 

and Reliance Industries



Gandhi Jayanti Celebration

A virtual Gandhi Jayanti 

celebration was organized for the 

students of Grade I to V to 

commemorate the life and 

teachings of Mahatma Gandhi. 



‘Spellathon’ Grades I to III

Interhouse Spellathon Competition 

was organized for the students of 

Grades I to III. The participants were 

challenged through a questionnaire 

and quiz to find the correct spellings 

of the unscrambled words, images 

and fill in the blanks.



Navratri Celebration 
“Being brave enough to just be unapologetic for 

who you are, that’s a Goddess”.-Anonymous

Navratri festival was celebrated online with a lot of 

pomp and show. The teachers and students tuned 

in for the ‘Live Navratri’ celebration online. Everyone 

performed the Garba wearing beautiful costumes. 

There was a lot of energy and excitement in the 

celebration.



Math Mania Activity
‘Math Mania’ activity was organized 

for the students of Grades I to X on 

5th October 2021.

The students were stimulated to 

apply their critical thinking skills 

while working within a given time 

frame.



CULTURAL EXCHANGE: 
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

The students of Cygnus World 

School and Belgrano Day 

School of Argentina threw their 

virtual doors open for an 

International Collaboration on 

“Cultural Exchange” on 

12.10.2021.

The teachers and students 

collaborated with each other. 

There were discussions about 

their countries and cultures. 



National Collaboration 
between the Grade V students

A National Collaboration between 

the Grade V students of Cygnus 

World School and Silver Line 

Prestige School, Uttar Pradesh, was 

conducted on “International Water 

Conservation” on 12.10.21.

The students shared their 

knowledge on various aspects of 

water conservation taken up by their 

respective states (Gujarat and Uttar 

Pradesh). 



Diwali Celebration

“Diwali is a festival of sweet memories, a 

house full of candles and diyas and a 

mouth full of sweets.”

A virtual Diwali celebration was organized 
for the students of Grades I to III on 30th

October 2021



Fastest Reader Kaun Banega

A competition, ‘Fastest Reader Kaun Banega’ 

was organised virtually by Cygnus World 

School for the students of Grades I to III on 

30th October’ 21 (Saturday).

Each participant was given a minute’s time to 

read out the passage / story shared by the 

teacher on the screen. 

On the basis of their reading performance, the 

students were given different colour cards like 

yellow for ‘Beginners’, green for 

‘Approaching’, blue for ‘Proficient’ and red for 

‘Master’. 



‘The Dreams’ presented by Grade 

VIII 

‘The Dreams’ was a class presentation by Grade VIII of Cygnus World School. The 

children presented a stellar performance, for their parents, the first of its kind, after 

physical school resumed. 



Children’s Day Celebration

Every child is a different kind of flower 

and together they make this world a 

beautiful garden.

Cygnus World School celebrated 

Children’s Day with much fanfare. 

Dressed in colourful clothes, the 

children entered the school; their 

excitement palpable right with their first 

step into the school premises! They then 

witnessed performances put up by their 

teachers, specially for them.



The Pinnacle

With a sense of pride and a feeling of pleasure, 

Cygnus World School organized the inter-

school extravaganza, ‘The Pinnacle 2021’.

It was a coalescence of creative ideas to 

develop diverse competitions for students from 

grades I - XII, to encourage creativity, 

expression, composition, time management, 

and other skills.



International Collaboration 
“Competition makes us faster; Collaboration makes us better.” -- Nancy Steiger

The international collaboration on Environment Conservation organized between Cygnus

World School and the Bickley Park School, UK saw the students interacting about effective

measures and practices for an environment friendly lifestyle in the form of recycling, use of

solar panels at school, garbage picking etc. The Cygnites of Grade 7 shared their padlet

presentations and e-posters to put forth their viewpoints. A highly informative and enriching

session for everyone.



Street Play

Selected students of Grade VI to IX have been

working on the Sustainable Development Goals set

by United Nations. They have chosen to focus on

goal no. 3 (Good Health and Well Being),specifically

on creating awareness about Menstrual Hygiene. Our

students took an initiative to discuss this sensitive

topic which is still considered a taboo.

On, 19th December 2021, a group of students from

Grade VI to IX went to Waghodia Village, Vadodara

under the guidance of the NGO, Happy Faces. They

performed a street play (Nukkad Natak) to create

awareness and shared tips about menstrual hygiene.

They distributed blankets and sanitary napkins to the

students there.



Christmas Celebration

Cygnus World School celebrates every festival 

and ensures that the students learn the joy of 

giving and loving. Christmas was celebrated 

virtually on 24th December, 2021 for the Primary 

school with a lot of enthusiasm and gusto. 

There were carols, a story about Lord Jesus, an 

interesting skit and wishes galore. The 

participants wished for abundance, blessings, 

love and miracles for everyone!



Intellectual Property Awareness Session

An enlightening session on Intellectual 

Property Awareness was conducted on 

Webex by Ms. Jaspreet Kaur from the Office 

of the Controller General of Patents, Designs 

and Trademarks on 12th January 2022 from 

4pm to 5.30pm for the students of grade IX to 

XII of Cygnus World School.



Story Telling Competition

Psychologist Peg Neuhauser found 

that learning which stems from a 

well-told story is remembered more 

accurately, and for far longer than 

learning derived from facts and 

figures. With this in mind, Cygnus 

had organized a virtual “Story Telling 

Competition” for Grades I and II on 

29th January 2022. Their dresses 

and props took it to the another level 

altogether.



Descriptive Diagram

A ‘Descriptive Diagram’ competition 

was organized for the students of 

Grade III, virtually on 29th January 

2022 (Saturday).

It was an individual activity where the 

students presented their 

understanding of the concept. 

They learnt to represent the 

information using their creativity and 

artistic skills through a diagram.



Poster making competition

Poster making is a process of 

empowering words, using them as 

symbols which functionally 

transcend into visual aesthetics. 

The students of Grade IV 

participated in the “Poster Making” 

competition on 29th January 2022. 

It intended to promote the 

importance of conservation of 

nature and self-care through 

illustrations and slogans.



Virtual Celebration of Basant Panchami

At Cygnus World School, we 

nurture the innate talents of the 

students. A ‘Virtual Celebration of 

Basant Panchami’ was organized 

for the students of Grades I to V as 

one such opportunity during the 

online session on 4th February 

2022.



Doodle Activity

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life….” -Pablo Picasso

Doodles are simple drawings made while a person’s attention is otherwise 

occupied. This interesting activity of Doodling was organized for the students of 

Grade - 7 on 05.02.2022 to represent their ideas using doodles. 



Idioms Poster-Making Competition

Activity The students of grade VI participated in a Poster-Making Competition with a 

difference on 5th February 2022. The students had to make posters to interpret 

one of the Hindi idioms provided to them. They used the medium of a poster to 

express their understanding of the play of words and emotions hidden in idioms 

in a simplified and easy manner. 



Tessellation Competition

Activity 

An interesting art competition was 

conducted by the school where the 

students of grade VIII and IX worked on 

creating Tessellations. The students 

came up with their unique 

representation using repetitive shapes 

or designs in this virtual competition 

held on 5th February 2022.



Interpreting a Picture

Activity 

Pictures speak a lot more than words!

We, at Cygnus World School, 

encourage the young learners to apply 

their acquired knowledge through a 

variety of activities. For the students of 

grade III, we organized one such 

activity, ‘Interpreting A Picture’. They 

chose pictures from newspapers and 

magazines as their reference and 

interpreted them their way.



Sentence and Story Building

a Picture

Activity 
A ‘Sentence and Story Building’ activity 

was organised for the students of 

Grade I on 5th February 2022. The 

students exhibited a lot of enthusiasm 

and did a great job in this group activity, 

while presenting the same through the 

online mode. 



WEAVE A STORY COMPETITION

Activity 

Story telling is a unique human 

attribute. It is an imaginative process 

where the narrator effectively engages 

the audience and passes on the entire 

experience to them.

The students of grade V enjoyed 

themselves in a similar “Weave A 

Story Competition”. 



The Spectrum of Religions

a Picture

Activity 

“Religion is the clearest telescope 

through which we can behold the 

beauties of creation” - William Scott 

Downey  

Keeping this in mind, Cygnus World 

School organized the event “The 

Spectrum of Religions” for the 

students of Grade II on 5th February 

2022.

This online event aimed to sensitize 

the students about the different 

religions across the world, their 

practices and traditions.


